
Radial Flow Hydroelectric Generator

There are abundant micro hydraulic power resources in the world and it is

economically feasible to make use of these water resources. Our company

manufactures ideal micro hydro generators to satisfy people’s daily and industrial



needs for power, using the recyclable and environmental friendly water resources.

Micro hydropower stations should be constructed in places where there are

certain water head. Through the construction of barrage, water within small streams

and mountain springs is collected. By guiding the water into turbine inlet pipe, the

turbine impeller will be forced to rotate under the pressure energy or kinetic energy of

the fluid. The rotor of turbine generator which is in the same axial of turbine impeller

will rotate with respect to its stator. Thus, power is generated and supplied to users

through power transmission lines. When buying turbine generator, users should select

the proper turbine generator with proper specifications of water head and water flow,

according to their own site conditions of water resource. Or else, the rated power may

not be generated or the generator may be easily damaged.

1. Main specifications and technical parameters

Model type: NYR Radial Flow Turbine Generator; Power: 0.6 - 100kW; Voltage:

110/220/380/480V; Frequency: 50/60Hz; Water head: 5 - 150m; Flow: 0.005 - 0.2m³

/s; Fluid: water, physical and chemical properties similar to water； Temperature:

below 50℃。

2. Characteristics of Radial FlowWater Turbine Generator

Radial flow water turbine generator is composed of hydraulic turbine and

generator using coupling. Hydraulic turbine is mainly composed of volute, impeller,

main shaft, seal and suspension et al. As high pressure fluid is guided through inlet

pipe into turbine volute, the fluid would force the impeller to rotate. Electricity is

generated when the rotor rotates with respect to the stator.

There are two types of generator, namely permanent magnetic generator and

induction generator. The rotor of permanent generator is composed of permanent

magnetic material. Ferrite and Ru Tie boron are two types of materials usually used.

The price of Ru Tie boron generator is much expensive than Ferrite generator.

However, its efficiency is higher and life span is longer. The induction generator

includes brush type induction generator and brushless type induction generator. The

brush of brush type generator needs to be replaced periodically. An induction system



is installed in induction generator; no exoteric trigger device is required.

Fig.1 Diagrammatic drawing of radial flow turbine

Fig.2 Assembly drawing of radial flow turbine

Radial flow turbine is horizontally mounted. Its advantages are as follows:

1. Pipe inlet and pipe outlet, which is easy to install;

2. Turbine and generator are separated, which is easy to maintain;

3. Turbine has 2-3 bearings; generator has 2 bearings, which is more reliable;

4. The separate oil lubrication system of turbine ensures a longer life span of

bearings.

3. Radial Flow Turbine Selection

The generated shaft power can be calculated using the following equation:
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Whereas: P - generated power(kW); 1 - efficiency of turbine generator (0.7-0.8);

2 - efficiency of inlet pipe (0.80-0.95);  - density of fluid (1000kg/m3), g -

acceleration of gravity (m2/s), (9.8); H - head(m), the straight distance between tank

water level and installation position; Q - flow (m3/s), Q Av , A - cross section area

of inlet pipe (m2), v - flow velocity (m/s).

Measurement of flow Q:

1. Area method

Cross section area A

Through the measurement of the width (W ) and height (H ) of flow within river,

we can easily calculate the cross section area of flow ( =A W H ). If the river is

irregular, we can divide the cross section into several small areas and sum each piece

( 1 2 3A A A A    …… ).

Flow velocity v

The flow velocity can be calculated through the distance ( L ) of floating objects

travel with water within certain seconds ( t ), /v L t .

2. Volume method

One can measure the time ( t ) required for waterfalls to fill an already known

volume (V ) tank, then the flow (Q) can be calculated through the equation /Q V t .

It is suggested that when measuring flow rate an averaged value of three or four

times is required. Besides, the seasonal variations should also be considered.

4. Construction and Installation

4.1 Select the best installation place, build the barrage and store water to reach a

satisfying water head and water flow. A water reservoir and sedimentation basin

should be installed to collect water and to filtrate all kinds of trash. A filter net should

be installed before inlet pipe to prevent impurities entering turbine. Impurities on the

trash rack and the filtering net should be timely cleaned.



4.2 Turbine inlet pipe may be of plastic, cement and iron material. Air is not

allowed to leak into inlet pipe; therefore seal ring must be used for pipe connection.

Water is not allowed to leak out onto the turbine generator. To avoid extra hydraulic

loss, bending, sudden expansion and extraction of turbine inlet pipe should be as few

as possible.

4.3 The turbine generator must be installed on a firm base plate. To avoid

possible damage in future of operation, the connection of electric wire and water inlet

pipe especially before the generating unit should be firm and rigid. A small house to

protect the turbine away from rain, sunshine and dust ought to be built.

4.4 Selection of reliable rubber or plastic insulated copper core or aluminum core

wire as transmission line according to the power of the turbine unit is required.

Selection and establishment of poles and circuit-breaker according safety standards is

a must.

4.5 The shaft of generator and turbine should be aligned in a line. The operation

of misaligned turbine generator would cause damage to turbine generator. Therefore,

it is strictly prohibited to operate the misaligned turbine generator.

4.6 To ensure human safety, the generator housing must be well guaranteed.

Establishment of warning signs outside the hydropower generator house is a must.

4.7 To avoid possible damage of electric appliances, voltage stabilizer should be

adjusted to a proper position to generate required voltage value.

5. Operation and Maintenance

5.1 Before operation, lubrication oil should be filled through oil hole into turbine

suspension frame. The lubrication oil should be changed after 1000 hours or 6 months.

The injection of low quality lubrication oil is prohibited.

5.2 The adjustment of stuffing should be proper. Water should be leakaged out

intermittently. The shaft would be heated if the stuffing box is too tight. Too much

water would be leakaged if the stuffing is too loose. Both of these situations would

lower its efficiency.

5.3 Water within pipe and turbine should be discharged in cold winter.



5.4 Keep generator away from rain, sunshine and dust. Frequently check

fastening parts of the unit. It is strictly prohibited to allow impurities like small

pieces of metals to be sucked into the generator. The generator should not be operated

in places where there is too much vapor, dust and inflammable gas. For the purpose of

heat emission, do not cover the generator when it works.

5.5 Permanent magnetic generator can output power even if its rotation speed is

low. Therefore, permanent magnetic generator can work under low flow and low head

conditions, but not yielding the rated voltage and power. For relatively stable voltage

output, a regulator or voltage stabilizer must be installed.

5.6 The induction generator will not work when its speed is low. The minimal

electricity generation speed is about 30% of its rated speed.

5.7 The output voltage of micro hydro turbine generator is related to its rotation

speed, which is determined by head, flow and load. When head and flow is constant,

the sudden variation of load would cause sudden variation of voltage. To avoid

possible damage of electric appliances due to over pressure, voltage stabilizer should

be used.

5.8 The generator should be used at rated load condition. Keep reasonable load

before shutting down of machine. Inlet valve should be shut off in case power will not

be used for more than one hour.

The speed of generator will increase sharply, when there is no load. This is called

no load condition or runaway condition. Under runaway condition, the vibration and

noise of the turbine will be increased and turbine’s life span will be shortened. What’s

more, the generator can be damaged. Therefore, it is strictly prohibited to operate the

turbine generator at overload, especially at runaway condition. When closing the

turbine generator, it is required that the order should be: first close of the inlet valve,

then close of the electrical equipment.

5.9 As a rule, the rated power of generator should be 2-3 times more than that of

electric motor. For example, if a 500w electric motor is to be driven, a generator with

rated power of 1500w should be selected.

5.10 The loads on three phase generator should be well balanced. Power



generated by three phase generator can not be connected together or combined with

other three phase generator.

5.11 Water is not allowed to leak into generator. Once water is leaked into

generator, it should be dried by air before coming into use.

5.12 If spark on the slip ring is found or there is an abnormal noise, please stop

the machine immediately for troubleshooting. Do not put into use until problems are

solved.

5.13 Every user of micro hydro power generator must have the knowledge of

using electricity safely. To ensure the safety of life and property, please use power

correctly.

6. Overhaul

The overhaul period of turbine generator is six month.

6.1 Clean the dust and small pieces of metals within generator.

6.2 For brush type generator, clean the surface of slip ring carefully using a mop.

6.3 Check the carbon brush to see if it has been worn out and the constant force

spring has been deformed. If necessary, please replace carbon brush or constant force

brush.



7. Inspection and trouble shooting

Problems Reasons Solutions

No electricity

1.Short circuit or bad contact

2.Loosen or blocked of impeller

3.Low speed (induction generator)

4.Bad contact of brush and slip ring

5.Circuit of winding

1.Check and elimination

2. Check and elimination

3.Increase head, flow or decrease power

consumption

4.Replacement of carbon brush or slip

ring

5. Replacement or repair

Unstable

voltage

Variation of head, flow and electricity

consumption

Installation of voltage stabilizer

Low voltage

1.Overload

2.Blockage of flow channel or

impeller damage

3.Too long of electricity wire

4.Low head and flow

1.Decrease of electricity consumption

2.Clean or replacement

3.Clean

4.Increase of head and flow

Vibration and

noise

1.Misalign of turbine and generator

2.Twist of shaft, wear of bearing

3.Loosen of anchor bolt

4.Blockage of turbine flow channel

5.Impurity sucked into generator or

bad contact of rotor and stator

1.Alighment

2.Rectify or replacement

3.Clean

4.Clean

5.Clean

Overheat of

bearing

1.Inadquate of lubrication oil

2.Low quality lubrication oil

3.Misalignment

4.Wear of bearing

1.Refuel

2.Clean of bearing, refuel high quality oil

3.Alighment

4.Replacement

Overheat of

stuffing

1.Over tight of stuffing box, uneven

tightness distribution

2.Uneven friction of shaft sleeve due

to uneven distribution of stuffing box

1.Loose the screw nut, adjust the

tightness of stuffing box

2.Loose stuffing box cover, tight the

stuffing box again

Too much

leakage

1.Loosen of stuffing box

2.Misinstallation of stuffing

3.Wear of stuffing

4.Wear of shaft sleeve

1.Tight the stuffing box

2.Reinstall

3.Replacement

4.Replacement




